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President’s Page
by Larry Lewis, 2020 SVAR President

What a year! I never imagined that
my year as president of the Southside
Virginia Association of REALTORS®
would be dominated by a virus that we
had never heard of, nor dreamed would
impact our personal, business and
everyday lives as has COVID-19.
This is not a situation that merely affects
our real estate family at SVAR, but it
has also impacted real estate in general
all over the state as well as nationally.
Unfortunately, COVID-19 has severely
altered the lives of people worldwide and
has drastically changed the way people
around the planet conduct their day-today business.
Just a few months ago, the SVAR Board
of Directors was discussing options
and timelines on how to return our
association to “business as usual.” We
were all under the impression that the
“curve” was moving downward, as all
had hoped, and that we had basically
beat this thing.
Well, as you all know, that was far
from the truth. Limitations and
restrictions that were being eased up
and, in some cases, totally eliminated
by the governors of various states are
once again being reinstated due to the
increase in cases beginning in latter
June and throughout July.
Social distancing and the wearing of
masks in public venues is now the norm
rather than the exception. I can’t tell you
how many times I have made a second
trip back to my car just for the purpose
of retrieving my mask.
I like to blame it on being busy or
distracted, but in all honesty, I hate to
say that I think it’s just old age. (They
keep telling folks like me that these are
the “golden years.” I would like to sit
down and have a one-on-one with the

person who came up with expression!
It was probably the punch line in some
comedian’s joke, and someone in the
audience took it seriously and began
spreading the rumor. It certainly needs
to stop, because it’s not a funny joke.)
Just like before COVID-19, SVAR is open
for business, five days a week, from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Joe and Danielle are in
full swing conducting business for our
association and adapting to our new
guidelines for doing business during
these fluid and ever-changing times.

Just like before
COVID-19, SVAR is
open for business,
but with guidelines
to ensure that
we have a safe
environment.
I personally want to thank both of them
for making and keeping SVAR’s office a
safe and still-inviting environment for all
our members and the public to visit.
The Board of Directors has put into
place specific guidelines for our SVAR
office to ensure that we have the safest
environment possible for our staff,
members and guests. These guidelines
must be adhered to by all with no
exceptions. Anyone refusing to follow
these policies will be asked to leave the
premises. We are requiring face covering
when entering the building, and to
maintain the face covering and social
distancing while in the lobby area and in
the classroom until seated.

Both in-person and virtual classes are
being scheduled to assist our members
in obtaining their required CE credits.
We will be resuming GRI classes on a
limited basis so that those individuals
that have been pursuing their GRI
designation can reach their goal. The
classroom is set up to accommodate the
social distancing requirement. Unlike
before, there will be no buffet-type food
available during classes or meetings.
There will be no open containers
of water or coffee. Any food served
will be in an individual box lunch or
individually wrapped snacks with bottled
water, juice, coffee and soft drinks.
We have also put into place the
necessary guidelines for Department
of Professional and Occupational
Regulation/ Virginia REALTORS®
approval for accrediting CE classes. Even
during the period when our office was
totally closed, the Board of Directors and
staff assured that measures were put in
place that would allow our members to
conduct their real estate business, pay
dues and so forth without interruption.
Danielle monitored the phones and
emails remotely from her home in
Colonial Heights. She would make
arrangements with our members to meet
them at the SVAR office at a designated
time to purchase and pick up signs and
to pay dues for those that preferred
to pay in person rather than online. I
would meet with her at her home to sign
checks to pay SVAR’s bills and fulfill
our commitments. Again, my thanks to
Danielle for agreeing to do this during
our shutdown period!
With all the changes taking place in how
we conduct business on a day-to-day
basis at SVAR, Joe and Danielle have
taken it upon themselves to oversee
(Continued on page 5)
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The show must go on: Candidate
interviews during COVID
by Samantha Kenny and Tyler Craddock, SVAR Legislative Affairs Team

The past few months have brought
many changes to our Legislative Affairs
Committee work, but one thing that has
not changed is candidate interviews.
As you know candidate interviews are
one of the most important aspects of the
Legislative Affairs Committee’s work
at the Southside Virginia Association
of REALTORS®. The interview process
gives the committee a chance to meet
those folks who are running for office
and talk to them about their vision
for the community in which they are
pursuing elected office.
SVAR understands the important
role our local governments play
regarding issues affecting the housing
industry, which is why we actively
participate in the electoral process.
Moreover, the interview process gives
us an opportunity to reiterate with
policymakers and potential policymakers
the importance of housing to the local
economy and the wellbeing of the
community.
Most of us have not given much thought
about Election Day on November
3 (friendly reminder to mark your
calendars now). Not only is it a
presidential election cycle, but the ballot
will also have congressional candidates,
local councils and mayoral candidates.

One of the great added benefits of being
an SVAR member is that, at the local
level, the association’s Legislative Affairs
Committee stays engaged through
their candidate interview process. The

No one is a better
advocate for your
community and
profession than
you.

hands, we all made it work.
The interviews turned out to be
very insightful and gave us the
information we needed to make good
recommendations for our endorsements.
We also want to take a moment and
point out that you do not have to a
political junkie to participate in this
process. Living or working in our region
is more than enough to make you a
valuable interviewer.

committee does all the heavy lifting in
terms of getting to know and understand
local candidates and where they stand on
all things housing and REALTOR®.

You can help navigate questions or
facilitate a great conversation with
the candidate, because no one is a
better advocate for your community
and profession than you. We want to
encourage anyone reading this article to
think about joining us in the next round
of interviews (don’t worry, they are held
every year here in Virginia!).

This year, due to our social distancing
rules, SVAR was worried that perhaps
it would have to cancel its preferred
face-to-face interviews. With the help
of SVAR staff and the leadership of
Legislative Committee chairwoman
Mary Ann White, SVAR was able to
conduct our in-person interviews safely.

We have to give a lot of credit to the
interview team who cleared their
schedules and spent three days
interviewing candidates. They did an
outstanding job, and we are very grateful
for all of their dedication to this process.
It truly is an honor to serve such great
REALTOR® leaders! ~

While there was some adjusting to
having to wear masks, stay 6 feet apart
and not being able to shake candidates’

Thank You to our

PLATINUM
PARTNERS
At Virginia Commonwealth Bank, our accounts are designed to
be flexible and comprehensive to support you as you grow your
business. We offer a variety of options for your business needs.
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 No or low maintenance fee checking options
 High and Low transaction volume options,
 Free Online Banking with Bill Payment

(President’s Message, continued from page 3)

the remodeling of our association’s
two restrooms. We had budgeted for
the restroom to be renovated in 2020,
but just like everything else, getting
contractors to come into an active
business and do a job is like pulling
teeth.
Joe and Danielle have already begun
the work to the men’s restroom and,
after completion, will immediately
undertake the women’s restroom. These
scheduled renovations are expected to
be completed by late fall. Thanks again,
guys!
I guess a lot of you may be wondering
how SVAR is doing financially during
these uncertain times. Our 2020 budget
had budgeted a specific profit dollar
amount to be received from our annual
awards banquet. Our awards banquet
committee did an outstanding job in
fund raising, which resulted in a higherthan-budgeted amount. My personal
thanks to all of you!

We had also allocated funds for the
president and president-elect to
attend the Virginia REALTORS® state
conference as well as the National
Association of REALTORS® annual
conference scheduled to be held in the
fall in New Orleans. These two events
were cancelled because of COVID-19.
Additionally, we had funds budgeted
for the Washington, D.C. Mid-Year
Conference, which also was canceled.
Those funds were subsequently placed
back into our regular operating account,
which basically offset the revenue we
lost through cancellation of all our
educational classes as a direct result
of the COVID-19 pandemic. This,
in addition to the above-mentioned
cancellations, has allowed SVAR to stay
on track financially to date, despite all
the past adverse effects of COVID-19.
With this said, in light of the uncertainty
of the affects the COVID-19 virus may
have on our association for the
remainder of 2020, I feel comfortable

RESIDENTIAL
LOT

FINANCING AVAILABLE

in predicting that we will end the year
financially strong.
My main reason for this prediction is
that we are in presently working on a
flip house in Hopewell that we hope to
have completed and on the market by
September/October 2020, and under
contract and closed before the end of the
year. My thanks go to Steve Overgard
for his continuing professional handson assistance in keeping this project on
schedule!
Even though the real estate business
has been challenging, it appears that
most of our members are faring well.
We are still in a severe housing crunch
in regard to inventory, which gives us a
strong seller’s market. I ask that all of
you utilize all the tools and equipment
available to you to keep yourself as safe
as possible. Please wear your mask
in public places and exercise social
distancing when possible. ~

FOR SALE
FINANCING PROVIDED BY:
BAYLANDS FAMILY
CREDIT UNION
804.843.2520 EXT. 127

Give our friendly home team a call at
804-843-2520 or email us at mortgage@baylandsfcu.org
to arrange an appointment.
Rates, terms and conditions are subject to change and may vary based on creditworthiness and qualifications. All loans subject to approval. Membership eligibility required. A Prime
Share Account (membership) with a minimum deposit is required upon loan approval. For further details, please contact a Mortgage Specialist. This credit union is insured by the National
Credit Union Administration.
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FHA shares proposed changes for single
families
by Jerome Ford, SVAR Treasurer
On July 14 the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) published a press
release announcing proposed revisions to its
single-family serving policies. You can view
the proposed changes on the Single Family
Housing Drafting Table at
hud.gov/program_offices/housing/sfh/
SFH_policy_drafts.
According to the release, the changes
would “remove unnecessary barriers for
homeowners seeking mortgage payment
relief, achieve operational consistency
with industry standard best practices, and
reduce burdens incurred by the industry
when servicing an FHA-insured mortgage
portfolio.”
The public has 60 days from the July 14
publication date to comment.
Also according to the release, Acting Federal
Housing Commissioner Len Wolfson
said, “Our proposed policy changes will
strengthen servicers’ ability to keep families
experiencing financial challenges in their
homes. They reduce the unnecessary
barriers that often impede the delivery of
timely borrower assistance.”

Here is the text from the release, which
further explains the proposed changes:
“Consistent with HUD’s Housing Finance
Reform plan, the draft Single Family
Housing Policy Handbook 4000.1 chapter
revisions focus on:

The public has 60
days from the July
14 publication date
to comment.
•

•

Revising the standard servicing loss
mitigation home retention waterfall
to ensure borrowers are assessed
for the solution that is most likely to
best help them avoid foreclosure;
Eliminating unnecessary and timeconsuming borrower documentation
requirements for Trial Payment
Plans, bringing FHA requirements
into alignment with industry best
practices and allowing servicers to
grant assistance more quickly; and

•

Modifying other servicing and
operational policies, including
the allowable fee structures, that
provide more consistency between
FHA policies and those used by the
private market and the Government
Sponsored Enterprises.

“The proposal we posted today is part
of FHA’s work to update its end-to-end
servicing policies to promote efficiency
while managing risk to FHA’s Mutual
Mortgage Insurance Fund,” said FHA
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Single
Family Housing Joe Gormley. “These
revisions, if implemented, will address
key challenges our business stakeholders,
industry groups, and borrowers have
communicated to us over the last several
years.”
Make sure to check it out and share your
thoughts. ~

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
SVAR’s Leadership Development Advisory Committee (LDAC), chaired by Past President Kathie
Braswell, is looking for candidates to fill the 2021 positions for President-Elect and one Director
of the SVAR Board of Directors. We need your help in identifying qualified individuals to carry on the
success of our Association.
Please find more information, including links to candidate application forms for Director and
President-Elect, online at svarealtors.com/election.html. The deadline for receipt of nominations is
no later than 3:00pm, August 31, 2020.
Everyone is encouraged to participate!
p. 6 • THE SOUTHSIDE REALTOR® • MID YEAR 2020

Ready to buy your
dream home?
Our experienced
Mortgage Team
can help!
Let’s talk today!

vcb.bank | (844) 404-9668 | NMLS# 408522
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Maintaining and building your sphere of
influence with RPR®
These days you’re either getting deals done,
ramping up or waiting it out. Whatever
situation you find yourself in during these
COVID days, these tips from RPR®—the
Realtors Property Resource—can help you
build your business and earn potential new
clients.
To maintain and build your “sphere of
influence,” you must first know what that
means. It’s fairly self-explanatory, but
specific to real estate marketing, Sphere
of influence is a group of people (friends,
family, neighbors, clients and leads) with
whom you communicate and have some
type of influence on in terms of your local
real estate expertise.
Historically, this type of group was built
strictly through referrals, networking and
advertising. However, social media changed
all that. Now you can post a message on
Facebook or Instagram and reach not only
your sphere of influence but also capture all
kinds of other eyeballs as well. But what will
you post?

“Pending,”” Recently Sold,”etc.). Then, hit
the search button.
Keep drilling
Your search will reveal the RPR® map with
the area highlighted. This reveals a LOT of
properties, but don’t worry. We’ll drill down
to help you manage it.
RPR® offers plenty of tools to help you
identify who you want to reach. Use the
“Map Tools” (above the map, to the left),
and click on the pull down menu “Draw
a shape” to reveal some choices you have
to make to more accurately define your
geographies, including “Box,” “Radius”
and “Polygon.” (It’s very much like an MLS
drawing shape tool.) Use one of the shape
tools to define your area.

Here’s how it’s done:

You can also upload custom pages, such as
your bio, customer testimonials, your sales
stats, etc. It’s also smart to include a new
page about how you and your office are
working during this challenging time (how
you work virtually, safety measures you’re
implementing, real stories of ways deals are
still getting done, etc.)
Deliver even more influence and
information
OK, what about direct mail? You can
do that, too! Just go back to your
Neighborhood search, and in the middle
right, you’ll see your “Neighborhood” and
a blue link underneath it that reads: “Find
Properties here –>.” Click it.
Now you’ll get a list of all those properties
within that subdivision. Choose how many
properties you want to reach (up to 100
per page), and then use the “Sort list by”
pulldown and choose “Owner name.” Now,
you can produce RPR mailing labels!

RPR®: big data in pretty packages
With RPR®, you can create and utilize a
Market Activity Report to communicate to
potential prospects. Sharing up-to-date data
in professionally-designed reports from
RPR® will impress your audience, widen
your sphere and increase your pipeline.

what’s included on the cover page by using
the checkboxes below the sample report
on the right. For example, you may want
to uncheck “work phone” if you’re working
from home right now.

Note: to save this custom area, go to the
upper right hand corner, by the star, and hit
“save.” Name the area—you can now access
it for future and repeat uses.
Create your RPR® Market Activity
Report
Now let’s create that report! Simply click
the blue “Create a Report” button. This will
bring you to the “Reports” page. Customize

Go to narrpr.com and click “Market
Activity.” It’s all the way to the right, just
above the magnifying glass icon. Enter in a
city, ZIP code or neighborhood name. Make
sure all the options you want are selected
(the area just under the white search
bar: “New Listings,” “New Distressed,”
p. 8 • THE SOUTHSIDE REALTOR® • MID YEAR 2020

Just click the “Mailing Labels” button
(it’s just to the left of “Print this page” and
there’s even a little addressed piece of mail
icon beside it). Then you’ll have the option
to create PDF mailing labels, or you can
export your list into a CSV file, in case you
send out your list to a third-party printer.
Sharing Market Activity Reports from
RPR® to your contacts and social media
“friends” is a proven way to show off your
local real estate know-how, especially
during these not-so-normal times.
You can view a webinar on this subject
at blog.narrpr.com/p/tuesdays/#/20tuesdays/1 and watch an RPR® trainer
walk you through the entire process. Good
luck! ~

CEO’s Message
by Joe Croce, RCE

This has been a crazy year. First we
have COVID-19, and next we have hot
weather. Ouch! I was just thinking of
parallels between the two. If you think
about it enough, it is an easy task.

wants to eat outside when it’s 100
degrees?
•

Consider these:
•

•

•

Because of COVID-19 for protection
we wear a mask to screen us from
the germs in the air. Because it is so
blistering hot we wear sunscreen to
protect us from the sun’s burning
rays.
Because of COVID-19 we are asked
to stay away from friends, family
and social gatherings. Because it
is so damn hot outside we don’t
want to see anybody. We like air
conditioning.
Because of COVID-19 we are forced
to sit outside at restaurants and eat
our meals. Because of the sun who

Because of COVID-19 people’s
lungs are wilting away into nothing.
Because of the heat my garden is
wilting away into nothing.

There are some
parallels between
COVID-19 and this
hot weather.
•

Because of COVID-19 we wash
and sanitize our hands a million
times a day. Because of the hot
temperatures we shower more or sit
under the yard sprinkler all day.

•

Because of COVID-19 we use 60%
alcohol in our sanitizer. Because of
the horrible heat outside we use 90%
alcohol in our tropical beverages.

•

Because of COVID-19 we have
cardboard cutout figures in the
stands and piped-in cheers for
baseball games. Because of the heat
we watch the game from an outdoor
bar and fill the booths with real
people.

I could go on with more examples of
parallels, but I will leave that to your
imagination.
Let’s just hope that we are not doing this
in the winter. I would hate to be writing
a parallel about wearing a scarf to keep
our face from frostbite. ~

REALTOR® STORE HAS GOT YOU—AND YOUR FACE!—COVERED
SVAR’s REALTOR® Store has just what you need to
stay safe and boost your business! Looking for a great
closing gift? The “Homeowner Book of Records” is $25.
The “Virtual Tour” removable sticker for your yard signs
is $2, and the REALTOR® face mask (show your pride
AND be safe while out and about during the pandemic)
is $4. Lastly, REALTOR® license plate covers are $16
each, so you can let potential clients here, there and
everywhere know you’re a proud REALTOR®. Stop by
SVAR today to pick up your supplies!
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COVID-19 and your real estate education
by Al Wells, CRS, GRI, ABR, Chair, Education Committee
The real estate industry just like everything
else has been negatively affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. As the debate
continues on whether to send kids back
to school, do virtual learning or both, we
as REALTORS® are faced with a similar
dilemma: How do we safely get the required
education we need to continue our real
estate careers?
Virtual learning is quickly becoming the
new normal in regards to education. The
virtual platform Zoom has allowed us to
practice social distancing yet continue
to get educated via a virtual class room.
With Zoom we can conduct meetings or
see several family members in different
locations at once, all while safely
quarantined at home. There are even ways
we can show our listings without actually
being there.
Yes, technology has allowed us, for the
most part, to continue with our real estate
profession—and this is considered the “new
normal.”
But until all our education requirements
have been cleared by the National
Association of REALTORS® (NAR), Virginia
REALTORS® (VAR) or the Department of
Professional and Occupational Regulation
(DPOR) to take online or virtually, there will
still be a situation or two where we will have
to be in a class room with other agents.
This, of course, means possibly putting
yourself and others health at risk. How
comfortable are you with doing that?
Those of us that have been in the business
for a while now know that it is so much
more valuable to attend a class in person
than online. You just get so much more
out of the class by actually being there. As
it stands today we are currently allowed to
offer continuing education (CE) virtually,
and VAR is working on the details necessary
to prepare and sanction SVAR to offer GRI
virtually in the very near future.

At the time of writing this article I have not
found any specific guidelines or protocol
from NAR or VAR on how we should
conduct in-classroom education. The SVAR
School of Real Estate, with direction from

How do we safely
get the required
education we need
to continue our real
estate careers?

please contact one of the SVAR Education
Committee members or SVAR staff. We
hope to see you at one of our upcoming
classes or Lunch-n-Learns in the very near
future.
The 2020 Education Committee
members are Joyce Navary, Pamela Artis,
Jennifer Resnick, Deborah Carpenter,
Steve Overgard, Doug Compton,
Cherie Hammond and me. Our contact
information can be obtained via the SVAR
website or MLS database.
The committee member liaisons for some
of our larger offices (subject to changes and
additions) are as follows:

its Board of Directors, will be conducting
its classroom education by practicing
social distancing in the form of seating
arrangement and requiring students to wear
masks.

•

We are also working on trying to make all
classes both virtual and traditional class
room attendance when allowed to do so by
NAR, VAR and or DPOR. Please check the
SVAR website for upcoming classes and
whether they are being offered virtually and,
if so, how to register. Because things are
constantly changing due to the pandemic,
we encourage you to check the SVAR
website regularly for updates.

•

We also strongly recommend you
periodically check the NAR website for
information, guide lines and updates on all
real estate topics in regards to the pandemic
and how to conduct your business during
this challenging time.

•

The SVAR Education Committee strives to
continue its efforts to provide association
members with the best education possible
on all topics that affect the lives and
professionalism of its REALTORS® and
Affiliates. Should you need any further
information or educational assistance
or wish to suggest a class or Lunch-nLearn you would like to have provided,
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•
•

•

•
•

Joyce Navary: Weichert, Cole Real
Estate and 1st Choice Realty;
Pamela Artis: Century 21 and Harris
& Associates;
Jennifer Resnick: Long & Foster,
Napier and Front Door Realty;
Deborah Carpenter: Hometown
(Chesterfield) and Landmark Realty;
Steve Overgard: Whitman
Properties, Exit Realty, Parr and
Abernathy, Long & Foster (Border
Towns);
Doug Compton: Access Realty,
Blackstone Realty and Southern
Virginia Realty;
Cherie Hammond: Bradley Real
Estate and Napier Midlothian; and
Al Wells: Ingram & Associates
(Chester/Hopewell) and Prince
George Realty. ~

SVAR IN BRIEF: BIG NEWS, SMALL BITES.
Planning community
events in COVID times
Brett Cole
Chair, Affiliates Council

Like everyone else your SVAR Affiliate
Committee has had to put our 2020
first-half plans on hold for a while—even
longer than we thought!
Now, here we are in a busy, hot summer,
looking to finish the year strong as
a committee. We’re aiming for a
community support effort.
Honestly, we know very little about what
the COVID-19 situation may be in fall.
We don’t want to plan labor-intensive,
face-to-face events when REALTOR®
parents may still have kids at home for
school, and there’s still a virus around.
In other words, this busy season may
continue into the fall as well.
One thing we’re certain of is, even with
an economic recovery, it’s likely there
will be families suffering a shortage of
cash and necessary items. Some of the
support organizations are struggling
for resources too. Then there is still the
challenge of parents who need support
with home schooling.
Stay tuned as we move forward with
a community support plan focused on

helping while maintaining sensitivity to
our shared situation. ~

your time each month. Some committees
only meet quarterly, some more often.

It’s so easy to get
involved

Committee memberships are open to
any SVAR member with or without
experience on committees. As new
committee members or board members
join, standing committee chairpersons
mentor them along the way to ensure
they have all the resources and support
needed to serve. This makes it easy
for new committee members to feel
confident in assuming the role.

Jennifer Resnick
Director, SVAR Board of
Directors
We all know the importance of being
a member of SVAR. But, even more
important, is getting involved.
There are several opportunities for
members to be involved in SVAR. Did
you know we have 13 committees in
addition to the Board of Directors?
Each of our committees is dedicated
to addressing areas that affect our
members in various ways.
Serving as a member of a committee
or Board of Directors is a great way to
extend your network and learn more
about the many aspects of real estate.
Many people may think serving as a
committee member or on the Board of
Directors will take too much time away
from your already-hectic schedule.

If you are interested in learning more
about what each committee does or what
the Board of Directors is responsible for,
please reach out to any committee chairs
(svarealtors.com/committees.html) or
any member of the board (svarealtors.
com/leadership.html). ~

Submit your briefs for
this space
Reach your fellow SVAR members and
many more folks, besdies! Submit your
news and announcements to Victoria
Hecht at VHecht@SVARealtors.com.

Fear not! Serving on a committee or the
board will not take up all of your time. In
fact, on average, serving as a committee
member will only require an hour of
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Proposed legislative updates affecting
Virginia
by John Krug, Chair, RPAC Fundraiser Committee
In my second year as RPAC Chair for
SVAR, I am going to elaborate on the topics
of Non-Licensed Real Estate Activity/
New Construction and Property Owners
Association (POA)/Condo Owners
Association (COA).

cancelled sales. Current law only
requires the packet to be updated if
it is older than 12 months.

1. Disclosure of Licensure
& Employment Status New
Construction

Virginia Courts
have unclear
guidance on
when a three-day
rescission begins.

Licenses are granted by the Board to
individuals who have completed specific
educational requirements and then
maintained by the licensee completing
additional continuing educational
requirements. Requirements are in place
to not only protect the licensee, but the
consumer; therefore, unlicensed sale
agents should be required to disclose to the
consumer the nature of their employment
and if there is any conflict of interest.
Proposed ->Full Disclosure in writing to
purchasers of new construction is needed.
Consumers are taken advantage of and the
reputation of real estate agents is damaged.
There is little to no recourse for harmed
parties in current law.
2. POA/COA
a.

Buyer agents report difficulties in
obtaining updated packets from
seller agents, leading to delays or

Proposed-> Reorder a disclosure
packet if it is more than 30 days old.

b. Monthly Fees. Unfortunately,
some common interest community
associations do not explicitly lay out
what the property owner receives for
allowed fees.

c.

start the rescission period. Hampton
Roads Courts have decided that
only complete packet can start the
rescission period.
Proposed-> Clarification on the
start of the rescission period.
d. Require Online Association of
Documents. Code requires that
the packet can be delivered to
the authorized agent via different
methods either physically or
electronically.
Proposed-> Professionally
managed POA/COA to promulgate
the associations’ restrictions,
covenants, bylaws, and meeting
minutes online.
In closing, we are fortunate in Virginia to
have strong legislation. Real estate activity is
considered an essential service.

Proposed -> Clarify and fully
enumerate what service a purchaser
can expect in return for mandatory
fees.

For example, our counter parts in
Pennsylvania are not considered “life
sustaining,” so they are forbidden from
doing any in-person real estate work.

Three day Right of Rescission.
Virginia Courts have unclear
guidance on when a three-day
rescission begins. NOVA courts have
decided that incomplete packet can

Let’s count our blessings, not our
problems! ~

YOU’RE ON FACEBOOK? SO ARE WE!
Keep in touch during these unprecedented times by following
us at Facebook.com/SVARealtors. Stay up-to-date on news,
announcements, helpful information, and so much more.
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AFFILIATE SPOTLIGHT:
Cutco Closing Gifts

NAME: Cutco Closing Gifts
COMPANY DETAILS: AForevergift.com, Russell@aforevergift.com
and 757-714-7207
YEAR COMPANY ESTABLISHED: 1949
COMPANY SPECIALTIES: Closing gifts that brand you forever.
TERRITORY: Eastern Region of Virginia, Maryland, northeastern North Carolina,
West Virginia and Washington, D.C.
SVAR AFFILIATE MEMBER SINCE: 2019
WHY I JOINED SVAR: I wanted to support my local REALTORS® association.
WHY I GOT INTO THIS BUSINESS: Because Cutco Cutlery is a one of a kind.
WHY I LOVE DOING WHAT I DO: I love nothing better than providing a quality
product and watching businesses grow and flourish.
OUR FAVORITE SATISFIED-CUSTOMER STORY: One of my clients was spending $30,000 a year in advertising. Once he
began using our closing gifts along with our system, he no longer had to pay for advertising due to the amount of repeat and
referral business he was now receiving.
BEST PIECE OF ADVICE I CAN GIVE A CLIENT: Don’t ever miss the opportunity to brand yourself and your company.
THE ONE THING I WANT REALTORS® TO KNOW ABOUT MY INDUSTRY IS: We are the largest closing gift company in
North America, and our gifts are 100% tax deductible with a lifetime guarantee.
The SVAR Affiliate Spotlight gives you a closer look at the businesses that join SVAR to connect with REALTORS®.

Among its membership, SVAR is privileged to have the strong support of many
real estate-related businesses. Complementing our REALTOR® membership,
these real estate-related businesses are called Affiliates. Affiliate members are
an important group who offer not only sponsorship of events and meetings,
but also bring expertise through networking, as event and class presenters and
in articles within our association magazine, and lend a stronger voice to the
industry for all of SVAR.
Are you using an SVAR Affiliate for your business needs?
Support the companies that support you—go to svarealtors.com/affiliates.html
to see a full list.

Categories include:
• Accounting
• Closing Gifts
• Licensed Home Inspectors
• Home Repair
• Home Warranty
• Investments
• Insurance
• Mortgage Companies and
Banks
• Title and Escrow
• Well and Septic
• ...and more!
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Annual Golf Tournament
Attendee Registration

FIFTH ANNUAL CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENT
BENEFITTING CRATER COMMUNITY HOSPICE

Captain’s Choice Format ▪ October 6, 2020 ▪ Country Club of Petersburg
1250 Flank Road, Petersburg, VA 23805

Join SVAR for its fifth annual Charity Golf Tournament! There will be mulligans and raffle
tickets for sale, and a portion of the proceeds will benefit the Crater Community Hospice.
They are celebrating their 25th year, and since 1995, have provided exceptional care and
support to over 8,000 of your neighbors. Their mission is to educate the community on
serious illness and end of life concerns and provide families and patients with quality care
and supportive services.
Lunch and dinner are included. There will be contests, awards and prizes!

SCHEDULE

10 – 11:45 a.m.

12 p.m.

Registration

Shotgun start

10:30 – 11:45 a.m.

5 p.m.

Driving range open

Dinner and Awards

AWARDS AND PRIZES
• Team Awards
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and last place
•

Putting Contest

•

Hole-in-1 Award

•

Closest to the Pin

•

Longest Drive
(Men)

•

Longest Drive
(Women)

•

Longest Drive
(Seniors, 63+)

Must have registration form and payment to SVAR by September 29, 2020.
For registration information, please contact: Danielle Marchant-Via (dmarchant@svarealtors.com)
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SVAR MEMBERSHIP AT A GLANCE
Data current as of August 3, 2020

Member Count
Members 418
Secondary 24

Emeritus
Affiliates

iamone.c

20
36

IAM1
So

ut

hs

ide

Virg

inia

Associ

Affiliate Members

om

ation of REALT

All-N-1 Services
Alcova Mortgage
American Home Shield
America’s Preferred Home Warranty
Appomattox Title Company
Atkinson Insurance Agency
The Bank of Southside Virginia
Barwick & Associates
Baylands Family Credit Union
Bank of America
C&F Mortgage
Central Virginia Multiple Listing Service
Cinch Home Services/HMS
Colonial Farm Credit
Cutco Closing Gifts
Day Title
Edward Jones
Embrace Home Loans
Fairway Independent Mortgage Group
First American Homebuyers
Gregory & Associates
Hayes Inspection Services
Home Builders Association
Ligon Jones Insurance
Movement Mortgage
National Property Inspections
Old Dominion Title & Escrow
Presidential Mortgage
Prosperity Home Mortgage
The Septic Doctor
Tidewater Mortgage Services
Touchstone Bank
VA Commonwealth Bank
Village Bank Mortgage
Virginia Housing Development Authority
Wells Fargo

TM

®

ORS

New REALTOR® Members
Mimi Habeeba-Shorter
Monica Wright
Nicole Andrews
Monisha Dunkentell
Edward Gardner
Leslie Smith
Chauncey Williams
Lacie Forrest
Tia Thomas
Nestor Jovel
Ashlee Crockett
Leslie Tyler
Cari Simmons

1st Choice Realty Group
Daniel & Daniel Realty Inc
EXP Realty
EXP Realty LLC
EXP Realty LLC
Hometown Realty–Prince George
Hometown Realty–Prince George
Hylton & Company
Ingram & Associates–Chester
Keller Williams Richmond West
Napier REALTORS ERA
Tyler Realty Group
Weichert REALTORS Brockwell & Associates

The Southside

REALTOR

®

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES:
ONLY ONE MAGAZINE LEFT
FOR 2020!
Be seen by real estate professionals all across the Southside,
including the cities of Colonial Heights, Emporia, Hopewell and
Petersburg, the towns of Chester and Ettrick, and the counties of
Dinwiddie, Greensville, Prince George, Surry, Sussex and part of
Chesterfield County. That’s quite a reach!

The Southside

REALTOR ®

Approximately 600 copies of each issue of The Southside REALTOR® are published three times per year by the Southside
Virginia Association of REALTORS® (SVAR). Subscriptions are included in the annual dues paid by members.
Be seen by real estate professionals all across the Southside, including the cities of Colonial Heights, Emporia, Hopewell and
Petersburg, the towns of Chester and Ettrick, and the counties of Dinwiddie, Greensville, Prince George, Surry, Sussex and
part of Chesterfield County. That’s quite a reach! Choose your ad size and frequency below.
Company:___________________________________________________________________________________________
ContactName:_______________________________________________________________________________________
BillingAddress:______________________________________________________________________________________
City:______________________________________________________State:________Zip:_______________________

Website:____________________________________________________________________________________________

(Need professional design help? Services are available; ask how!)
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Ad Sizes, Rates & Specs (Non-members must add $50)

Advertising Deadlines

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Issue

Back Cover

$500

(7.875” w x 7.5” h)

Inside Front Cover

$500

(7.875” w x 10” h)

Inside Back Cover

$500

(7.875” w x 10” h)

Full Page Ad

$450

(7.875” w x 10” h)

Half Page Ad

$250

(7.875” w x 4.5” h)

☐
☐
☐

Deadline

1st

Mar. 20

2nd

Jul. 17

3rd

Nov. 20

Ad artwork should be
at least 300 dpi, CMYK,
with all fonts converted to
outlines. PDF is preferred.
Design services are
available for a fee.
We do not offer full bleed
for any size or position.

Sign up for a full year
and receive a 10% discount!

2ND QUARTER 2018

PLUS:

FACTORY-BUILT HOUSING 101 ~ DEMYSTIFYING BLOCKCHAIN IN REAL

Phone:________________________________________Fax:_______________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________________________________________________

Don’t let the next deadline slip by, contact SVAR today and reserve
your ad space.
Call (804) 520-4496 or write to
Year-End 2020 - Due Nov. 20
dmarchant@SVARealtors.com

The Souths

2020 MAGAZINE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

DESIGN SER
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ESTATE ~ TENANT ASSERTION
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Strip Ad (along bottom) $175

(7.875” w x 2” h)

Directory Page Ad

(3.75” w x 2” h)

$125

Method of Payment

PLUS:

COMMON
COURTESY
AND RESPECT
BE CAREFUL
OF DECEPTIVE
IMAGES
SVAR LAUNCHES
TECH TEAM

Southside Virginia Association of REALTORS®
114 Maple Grove Avenue, Colonial Heights, VA 23834
Phone:(804) 520-4496 Fax:(804) 520-4625 www.SVARealtors.com
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Southside Virginia Association of REALTORS®
114 Maple Grove Avenue, Colonial Heights, VA 23834
(804) 520-4496
www.svarealtors.com

Good food, fun games, cold drinks, and live music!

Register online at svarealtors.com

